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Capital letters denote sets, and the relation A G B expresses the fact 
that A is a finite subset of B. The following proposition [l], a corollary 
of Tychonoff’s compactness theorem, has many applications in combi- 
natorial mathematics. See, for instance, [2]-[7]. 
SELECTION LEMMA. Let A and N be sets and A, C A for v E N. Suppose 
that, for each L C N, we are given a choice function fL : L -+ A such that 
fL(v) E A, for v E L. Then there is a choice function f* : N + A such that, 
given any L C N, there is M with L C M C N andf *(v) = fM(v) for v E L. 
Since the published proofs of this lemma, including the author’s original 
proof [l], are fairly complicated it seems desirable to give a rather simpler 
proof; this is the purpose of this note. 
Proof. If N is finite then we can put f * = fN . Now let N be infinite. 
Let Q be the set of all families (XV : v E N) such that X,, C A, for v E N and, 
given any L C N, there is M with L _C M C N and fM(v) E Xv for v E L. 
By hypothesis, (A .:vEN)ESZ(putM=L).MakinguseofA,GAwe 
shall now define sets XV C A, for v E N. If N is denumerable, in which case 
we may assume that N = (0, 1, 2,...}, we choose a minimal set X0 C A, 
such that (X0 , A,, A, ,...) E Q, and then a minimal set X, _C A, such 
that (X0, X1 , A, , A, ,...) E 9, and so on. If N is non-denumerable then, 
by Zorn’s lemma, there is a family (XV : v EN) E Q such that the set 
P = ((v, x) : v E N; x E X,} is minimal. We note that also in the case of 
a denumerable N the set P possesses this minimum property. 
Let v,, E N. Then, by definition of 9, XV, # 4. Let z E XV,. By the 
minimality of P, there is L, with v,, EL, C N such that, whenever 
L, C M c N and fM(v) E XV for v E L, , then f&v,,) = z. Let z’, z” E X,,O . 
Since L* = L,, v L,- G N it follows from the definition of Sz that there 
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is M* with L* C M* C N such that f$(v) E X,, for v E L”. Then, by 
definition of L, , z’ =f&(v,J = z”, so that I XV, I = 1 and we can 
define f * by putting XV = (f*(v)} for v E N. Now let L C N. Then there 
is M with L C A4 C N such that, for v E L, we have &(v) E XV , i.e., 
fdv) = f *m. 
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